
Round Thorn, Croft. WA3 7HJ.
Offers in Region of £245,000

______________________________________________________________________________________________________

Located at the head of a cul de sac |  Sought After & Desirable Area |  Three bedroom mid terrace
property |  Two reception rooms |  Freehold title | 



Upon entering, you are greeted by a porch leading to a warm and inviting atmosphere. The ground floor
boasts two reception rooms, the first reception room, located at the front of the property, features a
large window that floods the room with natural light, creating an airy and spacious ambiance. This
room is ideal for use as a formal sitting area, a home office, or even a playroom for the little ones.

As you make your way through the property, you'll discover the kitchen which leads into the second
reception room, which is currently used as a dining room for entertaining guests or a comfortable

family room for relaxing evenings. Its proximity to the kitchen ensures seamless interaction between
cooking and socializing.

One of the highlights of this property is the delightful conservatory located at the rear. Bathed in
sunlight, this space serves as a tranquil retreat where you can enjoy the beauty of the surrounding

landscape while remaining sheltered from the elements. Whether you envision it as a sunny breakfast
nook, a serene reading area, or a vibrant indoor garden, the conservatory provides endless possibilities

for leisure and relaxation.

The first floor of the property is home to three generously sized bedrooms. The master bedroom, with
its ample proportions, offers a peaceful haven for unwinding after a long day. The remaining two

bedrooms provide comfortable spaces for family members or guests, each with its own unique charm. A
well-appointed family bathroom completes the first floor.

Externally, Round Thorn Croft offers a pleasant and tranquil environment. The property benefits from a
mid-terrace position, providing a sense of community while ensuring privacy. A small front garden with
lush greenery adds to the curb appeal, while the rear garden offers a private outdoor space for alfresco

dining, gardening, or simply enjoying the fresh air.

In summary, this three-bedroom mid-terraced property on Round Thorn Croft is a delightful family
home that offers an abundance of living space, two reception rooms, and a charming conservatory. With

its versatile layout, well-proportioned bedrooms, and a desirable location, it presents an excellent
opportunity for those seeking a comfortable and inviting place to call home.


